Italian Street Food Festival 2019: the greatest festival of the
Italian street food is taking place in Berlin
Bruschette with truffle and caciocavallo, fried pizza, “cuoppi” with seafood, shrimp skewers,
arancini, pizza “al portafoglio” exactly like in Naples, porchetta, arrosticini, pistachio cannoli,
ice cream, bigné… All these specialties and many more will be protagonist of the second
edition of the Italian Street Food Festival taking place on June 22nd and 23rd at the Osthafen
(Alt Stralau 1-2, 10245 Berlin), wonderful location nearby the river. In 2018 the event has
attracted over 8.000 visitors who made it the biggest Italian street food event ever organised in
Germany.
The event. The festival will host over 20 stands and food trucks. Some of the most famous
Italian realities in Berlin are involved, such as Malafemmena (which, for the occasion, will take
to the Osthafen an oven for Neapolitan pizza), Kuchen von Gaia and also another stand
moving directly from Frankfurt (La Frisa Fra). All of them are part of the True Italian network
founded by Berlino Magazine. Beside food and drinks, the event will also offer the
entertainment powered by Radio Banda Larga Berlin, and a dj-set by Musica Matta. The
entrance will cost 2€ and will be free for kids under 12. It will be also possible to participate in
an Instagram photo contest whose first prize will be a 3-days stay for two people at the Hotel
Boutique Palazzo Natoli, Palermo.
The True Italian project. True Italian is a network that aims to preserve authentic Italian
restaurants found in Berlin through its brand, as well as a number of other initiatives and
events held throughout the year. True Italian is shaped around all of those people representing
Italian cuisine who show their passion in spreading the culture of “good eating”, starting from
the product selection. At the moment 80 places in Germany are part of the network, most of
them in Berlin where the project was born in 2015.

Italian Street Food Festival Berlin 2019
22nd and 23rd of June from 12 AM to 10 PM at Osthafen (Alt Stralau 1-2, 10245 Berlin)
Facebook Event - Facebook page True Italian - Website True Italian - Instagram True Italian
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